The manual archaeological projectile point morphological classification is an extensive and complex process since it involves a large number of categories. This article presents an algorithm that automatically makes this process, based on the projectile point digital image and using a classification scheme according to global archaeological approaches. The algorithm supports different conditions such as changes in scale and quality of the image. Moreover, it requires only a uniform background and an approximate north-south projectile point orientation. The principal computer methods that compose the algorithm are the curvature scale space map (CSS-map), the gradient contour on the projectile point, and the support vector machines (SVM) algorithm. Finally, the classifier was trained and tested on a dataset of approximately 800 projectile points images, and the results have shown a better performance than other shape descriptors such as Pyramid of Histograms of Orientation Gradients (PHOG), Histogram of Orientation Shape Context (HOOSC) (both used in a bag-of-words context), and geometric moment invariants (Hu moments).
INTRODUCTION
Lithic artifacts are defined as those intentionally modified stone tools materials found on prehistoric sites (Odell 2004) . They are the archaeological remains that better resist, after they were discarded, environmental perturbations as decay and erosion, and human intrusions outside the archaeological contexts. Considering the anthropological overview, "Humans and human-like creatures were making and using stone tools before the discovery of fire . . . The identification of rock types and the recognition of rock qualities for tool making and task production must have been second nature for humans for more than 90% or more of our existence" (William Andrefsky 2005) . Therefore, these artifacts are very important in archaeology to understand the prehistoric lifeways (Odell 2004; Sánchez and Carpenter 2014; Davies 2014 ). This research is about the classification of the projectile points, a type of lithic artifact.
There are many kinds of lithic artifacts. A general way to classify them, which allows to place the projectile points, considers these four categories (William Andrefsky 2005) : (1) biface tools, (2) core tools, (3) debitage, and (4) flake tools. Only the biface tool category will be mentioned in this work because the projectile point artifacts belong to it.
Bifaces are defined as those lithic artifacts that have two sides ("faces") obtained by flake removals. In addition to the projectile points, other artifacts as hafted knives and hafted drills also are considered biface tools. To analyze the projectile points, they are divided in the blade and "hafted area." The blade, or distal zone, is the part that impacts and pierces the target. On the other hand, the hafted area, or proximal zone, is made up of very peculiar shape components as notches and wings, and is the area where the artifact is attached to a handle or shaft (William Andrefsky 2005) . Figure 1 shows a hafted projectile point with the blade and hafted areas highlighted. Additionally, some bifaces do not have a hafted area; in this case, they are denoted as "unhafted." Since unhafted bifaces include some projectile point types, they also have been considered in this research.
The peculiar shape of the projectile point components generates patterns that can be used to classify them into categories knows as "morphological typologies" (Hutchings 2016; Mirambell and Lorenzo 1974; Rots 2016; William Andrefsky 2005) . The projectile point analyses like associated ethnic, functionality of the artifact, and linked technological processes are designed taking into account the locality and scopes of the research; that is, this is a subjective process where it should be considered that the creation of these artifacts were conditionaed by the quality and quantity of the materials in the region, and by the skill and knowledge as well as by the knappers to the associated ethnic group (Collins 1975; Sánchez and Carpenter 2014) . The subjective characteristic of this kind of analysis implies to use additional techniques of the morphological classification like microscopic wear patterns and breakage analysis (Hutchings 2016; Rafferty 2018; Rots 2016) . Despite this, the morphological classification plays an important role in these analyses because it summarizes the data to understand the studied phenomenon and allows to compare different collections to infer differences and similitudes between them.
The subjective nature of the lithic artifacts analysis has limited the development of a global approach about the projectile points classification methodologies and schemes; that is, there are few efforts that attempt to make a consensus to include a great number of morphological projectile point categories considering that there are hundreds of them, and some of them are very similar to each other. Additionally, the projectile point classification has traditionally been carried out manually, or semi-manually, still considering computer methodologies as the geometric morphometric approaches (Bookstein 1997) or shape Fourier descriptors analysis (Brophy et al. 2014 ; with other published ones such as Pyramid of Histograms of Orientation Gradients (PHOG (Lazebnik et al. 2006) ), Histogram of Orientation Shape Context (HOOSC (Gülcan et al. 2015) ), and geometric moment invariants (Hu moments (Hu 1962) ). The HOOSC method was designed to classify Maya glyphs, and it allowed us to have a descriptor in an archaeological context, the PHOG algorithm was used because it is one of the most representative and best ranked local shape descriptors (Pinto et al. 2011) . Ultimately, the Hu moments were included because they are a classic shape descriptor parameter. The supervised learning SVM (Support Vector Machines) quadratic method was used for training and classifying because it was the best over other methods such as kN N (k-nearest neighbors), decision surfaces, and decision trees.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 is focused on related work, where it presents a context of the archaeological projectile points shape analysis and a general overview of computer image classification. Section 3 called "Data and methods" describes the used projectile point dataset, the proposed algorithm, and the GUI. Section 4 presents the results of the work. At last, Section 5 states conclusions and future work.
RELATED WORK
In 1975, Joel Gunn and Elton Prewitt presented one of the first researches of projectile points typological analysis and classification using the computer assistance (Gunn and Prewitt 1975) . They used the BMD07M program, Stepwise Discrimination Function (Dixon 1968) , to make a descriptive statical analysis with a set of manually extracted geometrical features. Nash and Prewitt (2016) resumed and improved the obtained results of this research using a neural network with the same dataset of feature and other additional appreciative (no numerical) dates. In a similar sense, the computer has been widely used to assist in the projectile points shape analysis task. In most of these archaeological researches (e.g., see (Buchanan et al. 2011; Charlin and González-José 2018; Iovita 2011; Lycett et al. 2006; Okumura and Araujo 2014; Serwatka and Riede 2016; Smith and Goebel 2018) ), the morphometrics method was used: "a branch of statics, that combines tools from geometry, computer graphics and biometrics in techniques for the multivariate analysis of shape variation" (Bookstein 1997) . To implement this method, the archaeologists use landmarks in the projectile point outline (contour), and normally, a statical shape process analysis is used to investigate patterns that follow geographic and/or chronological changes. This analysis approach is also implemented in other works (e.g., see (Brophy et al. 2014; Fox 2015; Iovita 2010; Sholts et al. 2012) ), but using elliptical Fourier components (Kuhl 1982) as the extracted features. However, in the reviewed state-of-the-art, we could observe that the studied projectile points datasets did not contain very different categories, since the use of geometric morphometrics technique is not optimal in these cases (very different categories in the dataset). Furthermore, landmarks implementation still depends on human assistance. We have to consider that the statical shape analysis approach by itself does not become a full learning system. In other words, synthesized and analyzed information is not stored to train categories and compare them in posterior investigations. All these facts are not favorable to extend the research to more global contexts.
Image classification is one of the most studied tasks in artificial intelligence, computer vision, and pattern recognition areas. The artificial neural networks (Duda et al. 2000; Ng 2013; Ripley 2014) and deep learning approaches are widely used to make this task since they offer satisfactory classification results and it is not necessary to know details of the classified system. Basically, they modify the input features with a system of interconnected weights (neurons), divided at "layers," to obtain an assigned category. Once the neural network configuration (the number of layers and the number of neurons at each one) has been decided, its optimization consists of adjusting the weights of these neurons with a training set (a set of pre-classified images). In deep learning approaches, the hand-crafted features are not extracted previously because the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) layers perform feature extraction processes and the Fully Connected (FC) layers perform the classification process using the output data of the earlier CNN layers. To train the deep learning schemes successfully, a large amount of training data is required, being the principal disadvantage of this scheme. In many classification applications where the number of training data is limited, the transfer learning, fine-tuned, and data augmentation techniques have been used successfully to face this scenario. However, this technique has not been implemented in the projectile point images classification task, since there are hundreds of categories, and, regarding the different datasets, several of them have very few elements in some categories. Additionally, some data augmentation techniques used for natural images, cannot be used in this application. For example, the change of aspect ratio causes errors in the projectile point classification because it is an important feature in this task. The limited number of training data, and the imbalanced dataset problem, make it difficult to use the deep learning approach in the projectile point classification such that it requires a complete treatment to know whether the transfer learning is a real possibility for this task. To the best of our knowledge, only the Nash and Prewitt (2016) approach of projectile point classification uses neural networks. Additionally, in our work, there is another practical limitation linked to the use of deep learning neural networks; that is, based on an engineering point of view, our classification system has been designed trying to reduce the processing time, and considering using the system with a very common computer hardware. In contrast, when using deep learning neural networks, it is usually necessary to have a robust hardware in order to improve the classification speed.
Nowadays, the bag-of-words model (Krapac et al. 2011; Lazebnik et al. 2006; Sivic and Zisserman 2003 ) is adopted in many classification tasks. This model is composed by the next three stages: (1) low-level image feature extraction, (2) encoding, and (3) pooling. In the first stage, descriptors of color, shape, texture, and local gradients are used to extract the feature vectors on the image, the local gradients ones, SIFT (Lowe 1999) or HOG (Dalal and Triggs 2005) , being the most commonly used (Bo et al. 2010; Hietanen et al. 2016; Mikolajczyk and Schmid 2005; Wu et al. 2017) . In this sense, we have used the HOG descriptor, combined with the Spatial Pyramid Matching pooling approach (Lazebnik et al. 2006) , as one of the methods to compare our algorithm. In the encoding stage, each feature vector is represented as a "word" of a pre-defined "dictionary." The dictionary contains patterns that have been obtained by all training image feature vectors. The encoding part is made using different algorithms as a rigid quantization, Fisher vectors (Perronnin et al. 2010) , super vector encoding (Zhou et al. 2010) , and kernel codebook encoding (van Gemert et al. 2008) . Finally, in the pooling process, the set of image words are combined to form just one feature vector containing the global image information. There are different methods to make this process; one of the most popular uses the histogram of these words' image set. This method is easy to implement and generally produces acceptable results in many applications. However, it can be improved considering the spatial image information, as in the Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) method (Lazebnik et al. 2006) or similar ones such as in the Farinella et al. (2010) or Jia et al. (2012) approaches. The SPM method (used with HOG in our work), attaches the obtained histograms over the emerging regions by progressively dividing the image into 2 n × 2 n equal rectangles, where n is the pyramid depth level; this is, for n = 0, the image is taken as one block (not divided). Otherwise, for the first level (n = 1), the image is divided into 2 × 2 blocks (four histograms are generated), and so on.
DATA AND METHODS
In this section, we first explain how the used dataset was composed. Next, the functionality of the graphical user interface is presented, and finally, the developed projectile point segmentation and feature extraction algorithm is detailed. This, in turn, is mainly divided into the following four stages: (1) image pre-processing, (2) CSSmap extraction, (3) proximal-distal boundary points (PDBP's) detection, and (4) projectile point components separation and features extraction. For a better understand, Figure 2 shows these stages as a flowchart of the developed algorithm.
Dataset
In the first research stage, we have defined an algorithm to segment and extract the feature vectors of each one of the four projectile point components. In order to structure the image dataset to develop this part, we have included a large range of projectile point shapes, but not a large number of each one of them as it was in the training and assessment of the classifier part. For this first part, we have used our own dataset composed by 32 projectile point images belonging to the INAH-Morelia (the Mexican Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia) (INAH 2018) ; 58 images belonging to the Laboratory for Human Evolutionary studies of the Institute of Biosciences, University of Sao Paulo, which was kindly facilitated by Dr. Mercedes Okumura (Bradley and Okumura. 2016) ; and 34 images belonging to the George Washington's Mount Vernon archaeology program, kindly facilitated by Judith Paulos of the Mount Vernon Ladies Association (MVLA 2018). Our image collections, and some others used to develop this work, can be downloaded and used for research purposes from our website: http:// matahari.fi-p.unam.mx/∼inge-flechas (UNAM 2018). To facilitate its use, they are organized according to their assigned category in the classification scheme. However, some used collections could not be included because they have copyright restrictions. In this sense, the dataset will be updated to replace them with open access similar shape projectile point images.
In general, since these three collections are from archaeological institutions, their images have good quality and ad hoc conditions for our work. In the case of our collection, we acquired all the images by ourselves, and they have a uniform green background and a size of 4608 × 3456 pixels. In the case of the University of Sao Paulo collection, the images have a uniform white background and a size of 3872 × 2592 pixels. Lastly, in the George Washington's Mount Vernon collection the images have a uniform black background and an approximately average size of 1300 × 1000 pixels. Additionally, the images of these two last collections have the archaeological rule scale, which was manually removed by cutting the image. A sample of the used images can be seen in Table 1 .
Despite having these collections, the final dataset had to be increased with a large number of images to cover some uncommon projectile point shapes in order to facilitate the training and assessment work stages. These images were obtained from some archaeological and projectile points websites. In Table 1 , each one of these sites can be observed, the total number of them, and a sample to sketch the collection. The copyright protected OverstreetID collection (OverstreetID 2018) contributed significantly to the dataset since it has a lot of uncommon shapes. Additionally, it is one of the most complete projectile point web collections having approximately 6,000 images according to its web page. They kindly permit us to use 555 of their watermarked images in the training stage of our algorithm. These images have a uniform black or white background and all of them have an average size of approximately 300 × 475 pixels. The main problem faced by our algorithm with some of these images is related to the low contrast that exists between the projectile point and the background; in this sense, some of them have been segmented manually. The RelicShack collection (RelicShack 2018) is another important contribution for our dataset; it is composed of black or white background images of two main sizes: 1067 × 1600 pixels and an average of approximately 300 × 400 pixels. Moreover, all these images also present the archaeological rule scale, such that it was manually removed. Otherwise, the Ken's Relics dataset collection (Kens's Relics 2018) also was used, where almost all images have a uniform white background (and in some it is red), and they have a variety of sizes of approximately 800 × 500 pixels depending on the projectile point eccentricity. To conclude, the J & DEE ARTIFACTS projectile points images were also used (J & DEE ARTIFACTS 2018); all of them have a white background and an approximately average size of 700 × 250 pixels depending on the projectile point eccentricity.
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
In addition to attending to the algorithm manipulation, the GUI provides a structural classification environment. It allows the selection and combination of the categories to be classified and stores them in folders (generated by the own GUI) according to the obtained results.
The copyright license of this GUI (together with the developed software) belongs to the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) and can be used for any academic and research purpose. To download an executable Matlab program version of it (it is not necessary to install Matlab), consult our website: http://matahari.fi-p.unam. mx/∼inge-flechas (UNAM 2018). Figure 3 depicts the GUI highlighting with black dotted lines each one of its main parts. The "image management part" allows to upload, select, and delete the images to be classified, which are stored in the list on the left part. The "display part" shows those images that the user points in the list; it helps to decide which of them will be included or deleted in the classification process. In the "components and categories management part," the user can combine the categories that will be classified and also can change the The "sample" column sketches each collection. Otherwise, the last column shows the number of total images taken of each collection. default assigned folder name by the algorithm. At last, in the "results part," the classification is presented along with the processed projectile point, the segmented components, and the extracted CSS-map.
Image Pre-processing
In this stage, the projectile point is segmented and binarized to extract its contour; then it is aligned and scaled to be used in the next stages. The image segmentation is implemented in the RGB color space, which corresponds to our dataset; even so, it can be easily adapted to another color space or grayscale images. This algorithm is composed of two parts. The first part considers colored background images, and the second part is focused on black or white background images. The images on a color background have a good contrast between its background and the projectile point; in this case, the segmentation can be made by applying a pixel intensity threshold; this is made on the image that results from the subtraction of both of the more contrasting color plains with respect to the background. In the case of black or white background images, they normally do not have good contrast between the background and the projectile point; in this case, it is applied to a region growing segmentation with an initial seed point, placed in any position of the background, and using a membership criterion based on the pixel intensity mean over a disk neighborhood with a radius of four units. To discriminate if a background image is in color or black/white type, the standard deviation of the mean intensity pixels around a frame of 4 pixels width for each RGB plain has been used. Thus, for the color background images, the standard deviation is greater than that corresponding to black or white ones; such that it allowed us to apply an empirical threshold of 12 units for this parameter. Moreover, before applying this segmentation process, the Hough transformation (Duda and Hart 1972) was used to detect highlighted frames and remove them from the images. In spite of this process, approximately 13% of the images of our dataset have been manually segmented since they can not be correctly segmented by the algorithm.
To align the contour projectile point, the convection to place the principal projectile point axis perpendicular to the horizontal line has been used. This principal axis is the line from the centroid of the projectile point to the tip of the blade. The tip of the blade is placed extracting the distances from the projectile point centroid to the contour pixels at the upper middle part (part above the centroid). Next, we take the mean of the 15 largest distances and then consider all the contour pixels of this part greater than 98% of this mean. To end, the tip coordinates are defined as the weighted mean of the coordinates of these pixels; the weights are the respective distances of the pixels to the centroid. This process avoids considering as the tip those contour parts around the "true tip" that are more distant to the centroid. As can be observed, the algorithm requires that the image has to be pre-oriented, such that the tip blade zone matches the top image part. Finally, the projectile point contour is scaled to be composed of approximately 2000 pixels.
CSS-map Extraction
The CSS-map (Abbassi et al. 1999 ) assists us to identify each projectile point component and also is used as a part of some feature vectors. The CSS-map is obtained with the convolution between the contour object and a Gaussian kernel filter of standard deviation σ (scale); this process sets the first scale to be considered in the CSS-map analysis. In this sense, if this scale is taken as 0, the analysis begins with the own scale of the image. In our case, we have set it as 24 to avoid some noise problems (this will be explained later in this section). Then, the algorithm computes the curvature of the convolved contour and finds the changes of orientation (sign of curvature changes). The process is iterated by constantly increasing σ ; thus, the CSS-map represents, in the horizontal direction, the curvature changes, and in the vertical direction, the scale (for example, see the right part of Figure 4) . Specifically, the CSS-map of a parametric curve in the (x, y) plane is obtained as follows ( (Abbassi et al. 1999) ): let Γ(u) = (x (u), y(u)) be the vector representation of a parametric curve with an associated parameter u. The curvature, K (u), of Γ(u) is defined as:
whereẋ (u) andẍ (u) are, respectively, the first and second derivatives of x (u). The same applies toẏ(u) andÿ(u).
) be the components of the convolution of Γ(u) and the 1D Gaussian kernel (д(u, σ )):
Let X u (u, σ ) and X uu (u, σ ) be the first and second derivatives of X (u, σ ) with respect to u. According to the properties of the convolution, these derivatives can be calculated as:
where д u and д uu are, respectively, the first and second derivatives of д(u, σ ). The same applies to Y u (u, σ ) and Y uu (u, σ ). Since д u (u, σ ) and д uu (u, σ ) are known analytically, the curvature scale is given by:
In any closed contour, as is the case of the projectile points, every concave section is delimited by two convex ones; as the scale increases, the contour will shrink and become smoother. Consequently, the pair of points that delimit the concave section gradually approach each other until they converge and transform the section just in a convex form. This process creates lobes in the CSS-map; the contour parts that have the most pronounced and long inflections generate the largest and highest lobes. The process is illustrated in Figure 4 with a projectile point at different scales and its corresponding CSS-map; in this figure, the changes of curvature are highlighted, setting the concave parts in gray tone. In the CSS-map of this figure, you can see that the pair of bigger lobes represents the most inflected parts of the projectile point corresponding to the blade edges; the symmetrical form of the projectile point implies that these lobes are quasi-symmetric in shape and distance to the tip of the blade. These types of features will be used to detect the different parts of the projectile point.
In the CSS-map implementation of this research, the step of σ was established in one unit and the first scale (σ 0 ) as 24 because it was observed that smaller scales than this value do not represent the global shape of the projectile point and generate too much noise. Additionally, in order to standardize the parameters of the algorithm, the CSS-map extraction is performed around a sub-sampled contour consisting of 600 pixels in total. The Euclidean distance has been used to measure the sampling length because it allows to obtain a CSS-map of good quality (less noise and a greater percentage of closed lobes). Furthermore, considering that the computing time of the convolution increases considerably with the increase of the scale, we designed our algorithm in such a way that it has only to calculate the convolution around a neighborhood centered on the contour points with a curvature change (the edges of the CSS-map lobes). This process reduces the original convolution computing time by approximately 90%. To conclude, the obtained CSS-map must be improved to be used in the later stages of the algorithm. On the one hand, the pair of sections of the same lobe, such that were skewed by the CSS-map edges, are linked together (the CSS-map in Figure 4 presents a pair of these lobes). On the other hand, some lobes are open at the top part due to the noise of the contour and by the sampling process; in this way, they are closed using the filledgegaps Matlab function developed by Kovesi (2015) .
Detection of the Proximal-distal Boundary Points
The projectile point has been split in accordance with the archaeological standards (Hutchings 2016; Mirambell and Lorenzo 1974; Rots 2016; William Andrefsky 2005) in the following four components: blade edges, base, shoulder of the stem, and border of the stem; Figure 1 provides an overview of their position on the projectile point, and Figure 5 shows their corresponding categories. To identify each one of these components is necessary to determine the proximal-distal boundary zone of the projectile point. The distal zone is the blade of the projectile point, and the proximal one is the hafted area. We have used the terms "proximal" and "distal" and not "hafted area" and "blade" since they can be directly associated with the "proximal-distal boundary" idea. The blade consists of the edges and the tip; Figure 6 shows each one of these parts. In the proximal-distal boundary Fig. 7 . Relationship between a hafted projectile point type and its pair of symmetric lobes (highlighted at the CSS-map). Otherwise, the bottom-right part presents the left and right gradients; they begin at the "neck" of the stem (corresponding to the respective contour stem lobes' positions) and extend up to 300 subsequent pixels (the contour part highlighted). At last, both gradients show their pair of Heaviside steps' functions used in the fitting process.
detection, we only need to consider the blade edges part (it is not necessary to considerate the tip). Otherwise, in the blade edges' categories, we consider the blades and tip as a unique part ( Figure 5 ) since it allows us to reduce the combined number of categories, while the classification accuracy is not affected because, in most cases, the tip follows the natural blades' forms, and those cases where it does not happen, as in the recurvate in-outwardly and out-inwardly blade shapes, they are considered as categories of the blade edges component.
The following shapes of the blade edges have to be taken into account during the proximal-distal boundary detection; whether the projectile point is of the hafted type, they can be convergent or divergent toward the tip or parallel to each other; moreover, they could be convex, concave, or straight. Figure 6 shows the entire combination of them.
A horizontal line, traced in the frontal plane of the projectile point, such that separates the proximal and distal zones, and intersects the projectile point contour, generates a pair of points denoted as "proximal-distal boundary points" (PDBPs). These points will be used to separate the proximal and distal zones. Figure 7 shows the proximal and distal zones for a hafted projectile point type, its respective boundary line (horizontal dotted line), and the proximal-distal boundary points.
The process to identify the PDBPs is different for hafted and unhafted projectile points. The CSS-map is used to differentiate each one of them; for hafted projectile points, this map presents a pair of similar lobes, in shape and distance with respect to the proximal central point (PCP). This point corresponds to the intersection between the proximal contour part and the low section of the principal axis of the projectile point (see Figure 7 ). Since the projectile point shown in Figure 7 is of the hafted type, its CSS-map presents these pairs of symmetric lobes (the ones highlighted) and their corresponding positions on the contour projectile point; they are marked as white circles on the projectile border.
The set of lobes that will be considered as stem lobes candidates consists of the lobes that are higher than 34 units and are within the corresponding CSS-map proximal zone; this was experimentally set as the u region such that its distance to the PCP is less than 135 units. The lower part of Figure 8 shows these regions. In this way, a pair of lobes of this set can be considered as stem lobes if they satisfy the following empirically defined conditions of symmetry: where Δ h is the absolute value of the height difference between the left and right lobes, and Δ d is the absolute value of the distance difference of these lobes with respect to the PCP. The function min(a, b) extracts the minimum value of a and b, and min h is the minimum height between the left and right lobes. The height is defined as the vertical distance in the CSS-map of the higher boundary lobe point, and the position is defined as the corresponding u position of this height, where u is the parametric counterclockwise coordinate there the origin (u 0 ) coincides with the right projectile point contour part at the centroid height (see the CSS-map of Figures 7 and 8). The condition in Equation (6) sets an adaptive threshold for the symmetry position of the pair of lobes. Specifically, it is more tolerant with the great lobes since the amount of them is less (they represent very pronounced inflexion zones) such that it is more likely that, in a random way, a small pair of lobes satisfies this second symmetric condition. is an unhafted type. In this sense, its CSS-map should not have these kind of lobes. Despite that, its own irregularities in its proximal contour zone causes a pair of lobes with an associated Δ d = 20, and, depending on the threshold for this symmetric condition, they can be erroneously considered as stemmed lobes. Moreover, since the second projectile point is a hafted type, its candidates' lobes should be considered in this way. However, considering that the stem is not so symmetric the Δ d value is equal to 23 relegating its classification again in dependence of this threshold. Ultimately, the left projectile point has a well-defined symmetric haft form, such that the correct assignment is not on dependence of the relating threshold. In this way, we can see that the adaptive threshold of the Equation (6) allows us to classify, in a correct form, the middle projectile point as a hafted type since its lobes meet the condition of being larger than the lobes of the right projectile point, which also is correctly classified as unhafted. If more than one pair of lobes satisfies both of the symmetrical conditions, then it is selected as the pair with the least value in the sum of the conditions.
If the previous process sets the projectile point as hafted, each one of the two PDBPs (one per side) are detected with the gradient computed in the horizontal direction ( x [u]) of the contour section formed by the 300 contiguous pixels, beginning at the corresponding contour stem lobe position (neck of the stem) and traveling toward the border blade direction (clockwise on the left side of the projectile and counterclockwise on the right one). For illustrating it, the projectile point in Figure 7 is shown as the highlighted contour sections and their respective gradients in the right bottom part. The range of 300 pixels was setting experimentally to guarantee the inclusion of the PDBPs in all categories. Considering that the origin of the parametric coordinated system coincides with the projectile point centroid and the horizontal coordinate increases to the right direction, then the gradient of the left side has the following behavior: first, predominantly negative; then, maybe zero; and finally, positive. On the other hand, the right gradient sequence has the following behavior: positive; then, maybe zero; and finally, negative.
The first part of the gradient's behavior represents the shoulder stem, which starts in the corresponding contour lobe position (neck of the stem) and ends at the beginning of the blade. The middle gradient part (zero values) is presented in the parallel blade edge types and some elements in the winged shoulder stem category. To conclude, the last gradient part represents the convergent projectile point zone, thus in the converging blade edges cases. This starts at the beginning of these blade edges, and in the parallel ones, it starts at the beginning of the tip. In this sense, it is possible to identify the proximal-distal boundary points once each of these parts are set. Moreover, the range of these gradients are {−1, 0, 1} since the pixels on the contour are contiguous (the sampled version is used only for the CSS-map extraction). In this way, the identification process can be done by fitting each gradient region to a displaced Heaviside step function, and the corresponding displacement step parameters would be associated with the beginning and the end of these projectile point parts. The proposed left and right fitting functions are:
where the l and r super-index refers, respectively, to the left and right sides. H is the Heaviside discrete function defined as:
, and the set of α's and β's are the constant parameters that displace the steps. The gradient plots in the bottom-right part of Figure 7 show each step pair of f l [u] and f r [u] .
In our fitting process, the α l candidates are those values of u where the left gradient is equal to −1. That is:
The best fitting is achieved with those α and β parameters such that minimize the following error functions:
−H and H sub-index refers to each of both steps of the fitting functions; that is:
for H . Otherwise, −1, 0 and 1 sub-index refers to the corresponding part of these steps. The ω s set are constants such that weights the error function (they will be explained later), and the R set are regions domain defined as:
The symbol denotes the intersection set operator. Following this notation, you can see that the expression at the left part of the operator sets the corresponding domain of each step and its subparts, while the right expression filters this domain to compute the error only with gradient elements inside the range values of the corresponding step; more details will be given later. 
In most cases, without the conditions ω l H,0 > ω l H,1 and ω r −H,0 > ω r −H,−1 , the pair of parameters β's would be wrongly placed almost at the end of the gradient. This mistake occurs because the gradient part that corresponds to the converging blade edges has many transitions to zero, sometimes even more than the 1's values on the left side case, and the −1's values on the right one. These undesirable transitions are caused by the combination of the own sharp form of the blade and the discrete contour representation; that is, the angle formed by the principal projectile point axis and the straight line representing the blade edge, in most cases, tends to be so acute, such that it causes a vertical instead of a horizontal transition over this gradient part. Otherwise, the weights ω l −H,−1 = ω l −H,0 and ω r H,1 = ω r H,0 because at the shoulder stem part, these zero gradient transitions are not so relevant.
Despite these weights considerations, in some cases, the parameter β could be wrongly placed at the end of the gradient. In those cases, we use the parameter α. Otherwise, α is also used if the blade edges are of the parallel type. To evaluate which of them have to be used, we set a threshold for β; that is, β is used if it is less than 90% of the gradient length, while in another case, α is used. Even so, this threshold does not reject β in some short parallel blade edge types, and, unfortunately, a reduction of this threshold can cause the exclusion of the correct use of β in some images of the winged and barbed shoulder stem categories. This is because the contour is larger than the contour of other categories. Thus, we also used the difference between β and α to reject the use of β in these kinds of cases (short parallel edge blades). In this sense, β is not used too if this difference is greater than 20% of the gradient length. Ultimately, the filtering of the regions R s (right part of the symbol), such that it only considers the error of the gradient elements inside of the corresponding function step range, allows us to deal with the noise emerging in the fitting process by local low irregularities at the contour, or even by their own projectile point peculiarities as the serrated condition of the blade. Both cases imply to have small gradient change directions, such that the weights' conditions can amplify these mistakes and place the step parameters at wrong places.
In the unhafted projectile point cases, the process to identify the PDBPs is different for incurvate base type categories (concave and notched) and for nonincurvate ones (convex and straight). The process to identify these subcategories of the base (incurvate/nonincurvate) is described in Section 3.6.2. In the incurvate case, the PDBPs are set as the blade edge position situated at the same height of the PCP. Otherwise, if the base is not incurvate, these points are set as the maximum curvature values at each side of the PCP. Since in the straight base category the proximal-distal boundary is so salient, this pair of maxima jas a great value, and they can be easily identified. Though, in the convex base category, as it is more curved, the proximal-distal boundary is not so clear, and the maximum identification becomes more difficult, even reaching the case when the identification is not possible, and the PDBPs are set by default as the pair of contour points (one per side) at the same height of the 95% length of the principal axis of the projectile point.
Detection and Features Extraction of the Projectile Point Components
As stated in the introduction (Section 1) and in the previous section, the projectile point was divided into the following four components: blade edges, base, shoulder of the stem, and border of the stem. These components agree with the archaeological standards, and the combination of their categories allows to represent a large range of projectile point shapes. As can be seen in Figure 5 , the blade edges component was divided into five categories; the excurvate, straight, and incurvate categories are the most common of them, the excurvate being the most common of the three. Otherwise, the pair of recurvate categories are not so common as the other three; however, they are important in the analysis of the lifeway of the artifact. In the blade edges component as well as in other ones, there are some elements (images) between categories that can be similar. For example, in the incurvate and recurvate out-inwardly categories, or in the excurvate and recurvate in-outwardly ones, in the first case (incurvate and recurvate out-inwardly categories), the similarity is caused by those images that have a poor definition in the not incurvate part (the tip blade) of the recurvate out-inwardly category, and vice-versa (when the tip blade part of the incurvate type is not so sharp and can be interpreted as a convex form). A similar situation happens in the excurvate and recurvate in-outwardly categories; in the words of (Gunn and Prewitt 1975) : "Even to the most experienced eye, however, there are questionable borderline cases which must be assigned arbitrarily to one category or another." As stated in Section 1 (introduction), this situation reinforces one of the goals to develop this algorithm, which consists of assisting in the classification of these cases.
As shown in Figure 5 , the base component was divided into four categories, such that all of them constitute the most common projectile point shapes. Considering the algorithm approach, we can say that the concave and basal notch categories in some cases (real images) are very similar. In this sense, some attributes have to be included in the feature vector to distinguish them. Otherwise, the shoulder and border of the stem components are correlated with one to another, since they form the stem of the hafted area with technological and functional elements such as wings and notches. The shoulder stem also has similarities between its categories, for example, between the barbed and winged, or the diagonal and pronounced diagonal ones. Nevertheless, in the first case (barbed and winged), they have to be included as separated categories because, normally, the shoulder stem of a barber shape is linked with corner notch projectile point types, and the winged shape with the double basal notch ones (for both cases, see Figure 16 ). Similarly, in the second case (diagonal and pronounced diagonal), normally, the diagonal shoulder stem category generates side notches, and the pronounced diagonal one is used to represent not so salient shoulders. Regarding the border stem component, we can find a pair of similar categories; these are the expanded and expanding ones, and the contracting and straight ones. The first pair is used to discriminate into the side notch and corner notch projectile point types. And the second one does not distinguish any specific projectile point shapes. Lastly, the lingering category was included because it represents a very common projectile point stem type. This is when the neck of the stem (the shoulder and border stem separation) is not so clear. This type of stem is very discreet and does not present other types of implements such as wings or notches.
The Blade Edges. The feature vector of this component is formed by:
(1) Blade edge lobes area (2) Tortuosity (T ) of the blade edges (3) Distance of the corresponding blade edge lobes positions to the tip The inflected form of the incurvate and two recurvate categories (Figure 9 ), as well as the symmetrical condition of the projectile point, produce a pair of symmetric lobes in the CSS-map placed at a similar distance to the tip of the blade. Figure 4 shows an incurvate projectile point and these corresponding lobes in its CSS-map. The symmetrical lobes candidates must be inside of the distal projectile point zone and must be higher than 78 units; both parameters (distal projectile point zone and height) were established experimentally. Otherwise, the applied symmetry conditions are the same as in the stem case (Section 3.5, Equations (5) and (6)). In our classification scheme, we have not considered symmetric blade edges, when just one side of the blade edge is inflected, because, in most of these cases, this inflection does not represent a real intention to create it. That is, normally, it is caused by a stone deformity or by a damage of the projectile point. In these cases, the area of the edge blade lobes is set to 0 (as in the excurvate and straight categories).
The tortuosity measures the deflection of the blade edges with respect to a straight line formed by the proximal-distal boundary point (PDBP) and the tip, it is computed as the mean of the minimum distance for each contour pixel on the blade edges and this straight line. Figure 9 sketches this feature over each category, as can be observed, it is greater than 0 for the excurvate category, approximately equal to 0 for the straight one, less than 0 for the incurvate, and undefined for the two recurvate types, since their real images do not present a regular pattern for this feature. Finally, the distance of the edge blade lobes to the tip of the blade (in the CSS-map) permits the discrimination between incurvate, recurvate inwardly-outwardly, and recurvate outwardly-inwardly categories, since the inflection blade occurs at different positions at each category. In the feature vector, this distance is taken as the mean of the distances at each side. On the other hand, it is set to zero for those projectile points without blade edge lobes (as stated before, normally the not inflected blade forms).
The Base. The feature vector of this component is formed by:
(1) Base lobe area (2) Tortuosity (T ) of the base (3) α and β; fitting gradient parameters (4) Δ α β = β − α The base lobe is formed by a contour inflection at this component. The basal notch and concave categories have this inflection (see Figure 10) , and they are denoted as "incurvate base types." On the other hand, the convex and straight categories are "not incurvate base types," and consequently, they do not present this lobe. After our experimentation, a lobe is considered as a base lobe if this is inside of 25 u units around the proximal central point (PCP), and it is higher than 56 units.
The tortuosity of the base allows us to separate between the convex and straight categories. For the first one, it is great, and for the second, it is around zero (see Figure 10) . The pair of points needed to calculate this feature, are setting depending on the projectile point type; for the not incurvate base and not stemmed types, they are set as the PDBPs. Otherwise, for the not incurvate base and stemmed type, they are setting with the same process used in the case to set the PDBPs in the not incurvate base and not stemmed type. Ultimately last, if the projectile point has an incurvate base type (regardless if it is hafted or unhafted), they are setting with the β fitting parameter explained later.
The two features α and β, as well as Δ α β are used, principally, to differentiate into incurvate base types. In the concave category, the incurvate region is prolonged until the blade edge (see Figure 10) , or until the border of the stem of the projectile point is a hafted type. Otherwise, in the basal notch category, this region just covers a part of the base forming a "wing" such that it makes the connection. These characteristics can be measured if we consider that, in the concave types, the basal wing occurs at the end of the base and has zero width. In this sense, α and β represent, respectively, the beginning and end of this wing, and its width is represented by Δ α β .
α and β can be determined with a similar fitting gradient process that was used to set the PDBPs for hafted projectile points (Section 3.5). Specifically, in this case, we used only the right fitting and error functions of this process; these are Equations (8) and (10), respectively (for simplifying the notation, the super-index r of them is omitted). Moreover, the gradient was computed in this case, in a vertical direction ( y [u] ) of the section contours from the PCP (right white contour point on the basal notch and concave categories of Figure 10 ), to each side of the blade edge positions situated at the same height of the PCP (left gray contour point on these categories). In this sense, in Equation (10), the r x [u] expression is replaced by y [u] . On the other hand, the set of error regions R's, are the corresponding right regions defined in Equation (12), just that now, in the last region (R −H,−1 ), the upper boundary domain (300) is replaced by the number of elements in y [u] . To end, we have stated the four error weights ω's equal to 0.25.
To achieve eccentricity robustness, we normalized α and β as the corresponding percent respective to the total gradient signal length. To conclude, it is just considered the lowest α, between the left and right projectile point sides, similarly for β pairs. This has been done because there are some not symmetrical elements, such that one side tends to be concave, and on another one, a basal notch. Based on the expertise of the local archaeological posture, these two base types are classified predominantly as basal notch because it is considered that the notch was made intentionally, and is more likely that the projectile point has been left unfinished or it has deteriorated over its lifeway or after discarding it. The bottom part of Figure 10 sketches the gradient fitting process for each one of the base categories. On the other hand, the ability of the algorithm to separate the left and right part of each component allows us to adapt it to assign a symmetrical rank of the projectile point when it is required in the archaeological work.
The α and β parameters, in the not incurvate base types, are obtained in a similar way, except that the pair of gradient functions are taken from the PCP to the pair of points used to calculate the tortuosity of the base. Ideally, in the convex case, α and β have small values, while in the straight one, α is small and β is big. Nevertheless, sometimes, the contour noise, or the imperfect form of the base causes these conditions to not be satisfied. Despite that, it is not a very worrying situation because, as mentioned earlier, the tortuosity is the best feature to draw a distinction of them.
The Border of the Stem. The feature vector of this component is formed by:
(1) Stem lobes area (2) Border stem angle (3) Δ α, β = β − α (4) Horizontal distance (d) from the stem neck to the proximal-distal boundary point (PDBP) Fig. 11 . Features of each border stem category.
As stated in the proximal-distal boundary points detection part (Section 3.5), the hafted projectile point types have a typical behavior in their CSS-map; specifically, they have a symmetric pair of lobes at the corresponding hafted area (proximal zone). This characteristic permits us to separate the hafted and unhafted types from the not stemmed ones; for unhafted types, the stem lobes area is set to zero.
The angle of the border of the stem is one of the most important features of this component. As can be seen in Figure 11 (right side of the projectile point), it is measured as the angle between the line formed by the beginning (neck) and the end of the border stem, and the line that represents the horizontal orientation. Once the right and left angles of the stem have been measured, we compute their average, which will be included in the feature vector. The beginning of the border stem (the neck of the stem) is placed at the corresponding contour position of each lobe (gray contour points in Figure 11 ), and the end is set at the contour position of α or β fitting parameters. α and β are determined by the fitting process of the gradient, in the horizontal direction, that starts at the neck of the stem and ends at the PCP (white contour point at the border stem categories of Figure 11 ). The fitting and error functions are the same as those used in Section 3.5 to set the proximal-distal boundary points in the hafted projectile point types (Equations (7)- (10)). Besides, the set of regions R's are the same ones that were used in that process (Equations (11) and (12)), just that now, in the R l H,1 and R r −H,−1 , the upper boundary domain (300) is replaced, respectively, by the number of elements in l x [u] and r x [u] . At last, the error weights ω's are setting as:
The subset of weights ω for the first step obeys the same reasons used in the fitting process to set the PDBPs considering the hafted projectile points types (Section 3.5). Additionally, the sub-set of weights ω for the second step assists to place β l and β r in the correct position considering the expanded category. In this category, we have a median size contour section between the corresponding α and β positions (see Figure 11 ). This section corresponds to the zero fitting zone, since, ideally, it would be vertical. Nevertheless, the natural shape of the projectile point in this part, such that it tends to be a little convergent toward the base, causes, in most cases, some transitions to 1 in the left side and to −1 in the right one, and without these ω values, β tends to be smaller than its desirable position. As stated before, any of α and β are used to set the end of the border stem. In the expanding category, they are not very different, and any of them can be used. Otherwise, in the straight category, β is used because α is close to the corresponding contour position of the lobe of the stem. Though, in the expanded one, it is better to use α because if the contour section between α and β is large, then the angle of the stem becomes smaller, approaching to values of the straight category. To end, in the contracting category, ideally α and β are small, but in most cases, β is placed at the middle or at the end part of the border stem because the angle of the border stem is not so acute (approximately equal to 80 • ) causing many zero transitions at the converging part. In this sense, the correct α and β choice, for all categories, can be make if we use α's greater than 7% of the gradient length, and otherwise β if it is not satisfied.
The last two features of the characteristic vector, Δ α, β and d, were included to separate the expanded and expanding categories. The expanded category generates the side notches projectile point types (see the last two projectile points on Figure 16 ), these notches are transversal with respect to the blade edges. That is, they divide the α and β contour section (αβ) and the blade edge; in this sense, the horizontal distance (d) between them is small, and the length of the αβ contour section (Δ α, β ) is big. The expanding category generates the angular notches projectile point types (see the second and third projectile points on Figure 16 ); in this case, the notches remove all the lower lateral part of the blade, causing the horizontal distance (d) between the stem and the blade edge to be large, and that the Δ α, β is small. Since the position of the border stem can be represented as α or β, we establish the distance d as the mean distance from each one of them to the PDBP. Lastly, all the border stem features are taken as the mean of the obtained values at each projectile point side. And to achieve eccentricity robustness, we took α and β as the percent of the total gradient signal length.
The Shoulder of the Stem. The feature vector of this component is formed by:
(1) Stem lobes area (2) Shoulder stem angle (3) Shoulder stem tortuosity (T ) (4) α; fitting gradient parameter (5) Δ α, β = β − α The stem lobes area is used in the same approach as in the border stem case. The other features are computed using the α and β fitting parameters. This process is made in a similar way to the previous components; in this case, the contour gradient was used in a vertical direction, starting at the neck of the stem (white contour point at the shoulder stem categories of Figure 12 ) and ending at the PBDP (gray contour point on these categories). The bottom row of Figure 12 sketches each one of the gradients of the shoulder stem categories considering the left side of the projectile point. The fitting, error, and regions functions used in this part are the same as those that were used in the [α, β] base component fitting process. This is Equations (8), (10), and (12); again, in Equation (10), the r x [u] expression is replaced by y [u] , and in the last region (R −H,−1 ) of Equation (12), the upper boundary domain (300) is replaced by the number of elements in y [u] . Finally, the error weights ω's are: Figure 12 shows how the shoulder stem angle (right side of the projectile point in the figure) allows to classify the horizontal, diagonal, and pronounced diagonal categories. Despite that, the winged and barbed categories can not be distinguished with this feature, and they have to be discriminated with respect to the other parameters. This angle is measured from the line formed by the neck, and any of α, β, or the PDBPs, depending on which of them better represents the "shoulder stem inclination." Additionally, the chosen shoulder stem inclination point is also used to extract the tortuosity (T ) of this component, which is calculated using the horizontal straight line formed by this point and the border of the stem (Figure 12 ). In the winged category, this inclination is better represented by the corresponding contour α position. Nevertheless, in the horizontal category, α is not useful since it is close to the neck stem position; so, in this case, β is the best option. Further, in the barbed category, a considerable difference does not exist between α and β, and any of them can be used. Ultimately, in the diagonal and pronounced-diagonal categories, α and β are close to the neck stem position; in these cases, it uses the PDBPs. As a result of our experimentation, we take α if it is greater than 30% of the gradient length; if that is not the case, β can be used if it is greater than 50% of this length, and finally, if both of these conditions are not satisfied, we use the PDBPs.
In the winged and barbed categories, the use of α and β are similar to that used in the base component with the basal notch and concave categories. That is, they represent, respectively, the beginning and end of a "wing." Additionally, also as in the base component, these parameters (α and β) assist to classify the other categories. To achieve eccentricity robustness, in the last two features (α and Δ α, β ), α and β are taken as the ratio of the horizontal distance from each one of them to the neck of the stem, and the horizontal distance from the PDBP to the same neck position. In the end, as in the other three components, the shoulder stem features (except the area) are computed as the mean of the two projectile point sides.
RESULTS
The assessment of the algorithm has been executed on two ways. On the first place, the algorithm has been evaluated according to the projectile point component classification, which has been the main objective of this research. On the second place, the algorithm has been tested for classifying projectile points with global shapes. In this case, a category is formed by the combination of the four components. This second approach allows us to compare our algorithm with others as PHOG, HOOSC, and geometric invariants moments (Hu moments). The performance results for both cases are presented as any of the following metric parameters: precision (P), recall (R), and F 1 -measure. Remembering that precision refers to the relevant instances among the retrieved ones, recall to the relevant instances that have been retrieved over the total amount of relevant instances in the evaluated dataset, and F 1 -measure allows us to evaluate together this pair of metrics. Each one of them are defined as: P = T + /(T + + F + ), R = T + /(T + + F − ), and F 1 -measure= (2 · T + )/(2 · T + + F − + F + ), where T + , F + , and F − are, respectively, the true-positive, false-positive, and false-negative predictions.
In our methodology, all presented results are the average of 10 iterations over the same evaluated process; at each iteration, the training and evaluated sets were randomly chosen. The purpose of this procedure is to have a greater certainty in the presented results.
Projectile Point Component Evaluation
To train and evaluate the algorithm performance at each projectile point component, we have composed each of these categories with approximately 50 images. In this way, we were able to establish which classification method is the best and the dependency of the algorithm with regard to the number of training images. Figure 13 shows the behavior of these two parameters. The left graph shows the performance of each one of the four methods chosen as candidates to use during the classification (KNN, linear discrimination, decision trees, and quadratic SVM), and the right graph shows the algorithm dependence as a function of the number of training images. The metric used in both graphs were the mean of the F 1 -measure of the categories at each component. (10, 20, 30, 40) ; in this case, we used the SVM method with a quadratic kernel to classify. In both graphs, each of the four components are presented as the mean of the F 1 -measure of its categories.
Furthermore, the results in the left graph were obtained using 30 images per category during the training and the rest of them during the classification. We used the quadratic SVM method for the presented results of the right graph.
As can be observed in the left graph (Figure 13 ), the quadratic SVM method is the best option since, in three of the four components, it presents the best results and in the blade case, it is the second best one. Additionally, in the right graph, you can see that from 20 images, except for the blade case, the algorithm is not so dependent on the number of considered training images. This parameter may not be so relevant in this classification approach, since, as mentioned in the introduction, an image can be used in many different components, and the total categories are just the sum of them at each component. However, in the global shape classification approach, it will be very important since, in this case, there are too many categories (they are formed as the combination of components of the categories) then provoking that there are not always enough images to train some of them.
To know the explicit algorithm performance at each component, in Figure 14 , we present the three evaluation metrics (precision, recall, and F 1 -measure) for each category. As before, we have used 30 images per category during the training and the other 20 different ones during the classification. Moreover, to reinforce the analysis of our algorithm, the confusion matrix of this process is presented in Figure 15 . In the graphs of Figure 14 , we can see that the general algorithm performance, considering the four projectile point components together (blade, base, shoulder stem, and border stem) and respect to the F 1 -measure, is approximately 0.7 (this is the average of the means F 1 -measure values). Besides, it is a little superior considering the base component (.78), and it decreases when considering the blade edges part (0.67).
In the blade edges graph, we can see that the precision and recall in the in-outwardly and out-inwardly categories have smaller values than the other ones. Their corresponding parts in the confusion matrix allows us to verify what was mentioned in Section 3.6: "there are some elements (images) between one to another category that can be similar." Specifically, some images in the in-outwardly category are assigned as excurvate types, and few others as straight ones, such that it produces the low recall values. And in the other sense, some images in the excurvate and straight categories are assigned as in-outwardly types, which produce the low precision values. A similar behavior is observed in the out-inwardly category, since some of their elements are assigned as incurvate types, and in the other sense, some of the elements of the incurvate category are assigned as outinwardly types. No matter these confusions, in these cases, and other similar ones, we decided to include some of these images (not so fine represented in their categories), even though our dataset have enough appropriate ones to avoid an overfitting classifier problem. This fact pretends to achieve the goal of the algorithm of assisting the archaeologist in the classification of these kind of situations.
As stated earlier, the results of the base component are satisfactory. In this way, the algorithm performance is outstanding with respect to the basal notch and concave classification, since as was exposed, they are similar shapes. In the shoulder stem component, we can see that pronounced category has a low recall value (approximately 0.5). Again, the confusion matrix allows us to see that the misclassified images are assigned mainly as diagonal and not-stemmed types; in the corresponding diagonal wrong assigned part, this is caused by the similarity of these categories. Despite that, in the not stemmed part, the explanation is not so obvious; it corresponds to the fact that these wrongly assigned pronounced image categories were not detected by the algorithm as "hafted types" in the proximal-distal boundary points detection stage. In other words, their pair of stem lobes did not pass the lobe height stem threshold, or they did not pass the symmetrical condition. Both situations could be caused by their own category since this does not have very salient stem lobes. Otherwise, the algorithm shows a performance going from regular to good in the rest of the categories of the shoulder stem. This includes the barbed and winged cases such that, considering their similarity, this is advantageous. In the border stem component, we can see that the lingering category does not have satisfactory results. Some of these images are assigned as not-stemmed types. It is related to the same reason as stated before in the pronounced category of the shoulder stem component. Additionally, the other part of the images are assigned as straight and contracting types, since some of them have similarity. Finally, the expanded and expanding categories are successfully classified, although they are very similar to each other.
Global Projectile Point Shape Evaluation
The performance evaluation of the global projectile point shape context was made to compare our algorithm with other shape descriptors and classifiers as PHOG, HOOSC, and Hu moments. Additionally, this allows us to evaluate the algorithm in a closer archaeological classification environment. As in the projectile point component evaluation, we have defined the global shape categories, but this time with 40 images per category, since, as it was said in the introduction section, the global shape categories are more complicated to constitute because in some categories enough images do not exist to compose them. Considering this situation, and the archaeological relevance of each projectile point shape, we have used nine global shape categories in this work; they are shown in Figure 16 . During our experimentation, considering that the seven Hu moments are extracted directly (without the need to adjust any parameter), they constitute the feature vector itself. Furthermore, the SVM classifier method was used with this descriptor because it has presented the best performance results among other classifiers such as k − N N , linear to cubic discrimination and decision trees.
We have used the bag-of-words (BoW) method with the PHOG and HOOSC descriptors, and again the SVM method was used to make the classification since it achieved the best results. These pair of descriptors have parameters that allow for improving their performance. In this way, in the BoW stage, we have evaluated the required number of dictionary words going from 100 to 500, with a step of 100 words. After this test and for both descriptors, the 300-word value was retained because the results have been similar to those of 500 words but obviously with less time to compute the process. In the PHOG particular case, it was tested with the following set of parameters: for the cell size (length of the square side), we used this set of values: {4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40}, and the pyramidal levels were evaluated from 0 to 3, obtaining the best results with a cell size equal to 32 and 2 for the pyramidal level. Besides the block size and the number of quantized gradient orientations, for this same descriptor, it was fixed, respectively, as 2 × 2 and 9. In the HOOSC descriptor, we have evaluated the radius of the circle, used to extract the gradients, considering the following set of values: {1, 1/2, 1/4}, such that they are the fraction of the major axis of the projectile point. After our tests, we have chosen the 1/4 value. Additionally, and following the criteria used in HOOSC work (Gülcan et al. 2015) , we fixed the rest of parameters of this algorithm. For example, the ring numbers are equal to two, and the number of slices in a ring and the quantized number of angles in the histogram, both parameters, are equal to eight.
To know the dependence of the training images number, for each of the four methods, we have made the classification process using the following set of training images: {5, 10, 20, 30}. In this case, the process was designed such that we used the same set for each of the four algorithms. In contrast to the projectile point components evaluation, in this approach we have included just five training images because, as it was said at the beginning of this section, in this classification context, sometimes there aren't enough images to define some of the categories, and it is a real situation that, in some datasets, there are categories that just have around this number of elements. Figure 17 presents the performance results for the four chosen methods. The left graphs show the dependence of each one of them about the number of training images as the mean of the F 1 -measure of the classification process at each of the nine categories. The right graph shows the algorithm performance at each category. As in Fig. 18 . Confusion matrix for our algorithm and PHOG. The number labels are: 1→concave base, 2→corner notch, 3→corner notch bifurcated, 4→double basal notch, 5→leaf, 6→lingering stem, 7→lingering stem basal notch, 8→side notch, and 9→side notch concave base.
the last section, in this graph, 30 images per category have been used during the training and the remaining 10 during the classification. Moreover, the F 1 -measures have been used, too.
As can be seen in the graphs of Figure 17 , our algorithm and PHOG present the best results. Specifically, the left graph shows that the performance of our algorithm has the highest values for all the considered number of training images, and PHOG is always in the second place. Additionally, considering our method, the graph shows that for 20 and 30 values, it does not present a significant difference, with an acceptable value on the F 1 -measure of approximately 0.8, a similar behavior is found with the PHOG method but with an F 1 -measure equal to approximately 0.7. To conclude, the performance obtained with our algorithm considering five images during the training is approximately 0.6, which is an important result considering the aforementioned regarding to the low quantity of images of some families. On the other hand, we can see that the HOOSC method presents a regular performance on this process and the Hu moments do not present satisfactory results.
In the right graph, you can see that our algorithm presents a slightly better performance than PHOG. This can be seen, on one side, in the general context that is represented as the mean of the categories (last graph bar), and on the other hand, by each category individually, with an exception in the concave base case. In this sense, we will stay focused on these two methods. In Figure 18 , we present the confusion matrix of them, such that they allow us to confirm their good performance, since most of their misclassifcation occurs between very similar categories as the concave base and lingering stem basal notch, corner notch and double basal notch, and lingering stem and leaf. On the other hand, the part of the confusion matrices corresponding to the corner notch bifurcated category (category 3), shows that the PHOG method makes the classification of some of these elements as corner notch types (category 2), but not our method. As can be observed in Figure 16 , these two categories only have differences in the bifurcated base part; this is favorable to show that our algorithm achieves the goal of distinguishing categories even if they only have small differences between them.
Lastly, as a part of the performance evaluation of the four methods, Figure 19 presents the computer classification processing time, divided into its three main stages executed in sequential order: (1) feature extraction, (2) training, and (3) classification. In order to have a reference to the processing time, our experiments are carried out on a personal computer running Win7© with an Intel® Core(TM) i7-6700 processor (3.4Ghz) and 16GB RAM in which the three main stages were implemented using MATLAB© 9.10 (R2016b). These results were obtained evaluating over the dataset used to compose the nine global shape categories, and the specific graph results are presented as the mean of this set evaluation. As can be seen, our method is slowest in the feature extraction stage (approximately 0.98 sec.). Even so, in the other two stages, it is the fastest since our feature vector is only 16 dimensions. Although the Hu method also has a low-dimensional feature vector (7), in this case, its own poor feature category conglomeration delays the process. On the other hand, the PHOG feature extraction stage is the fastest, but in the another two stages, it is the slowest since its feature vector has 6, 300 dimensions (its dictionary has 300 words and a two-pyramid level has been used). In this way, the total process time of our algorithm and the PHOG method are similar to each other (approximately 0.07 sec. slower than our algorithm), remembering that they were the best evaluated in the other three metrics (precision, recall, and F 1 -measure). In the end, we can see that the HOOSC and Hu methods have similar and the best processing times, although it is not very encouraging because they did not obtain the best classification results.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have defined an algorithm for the automatic classification of the archaeological projectile points in almost any image dataset. In contrast to the classical projectile point archaeological classification approach, the designed pipeline of this system, such that pre-segments the projectile point components, allows us to compare variated datasets facing the problem related to the management and training of hundreds of categories, where this problem limits the possibilities to perform a more global study. Finally, the obtained results show that the generic evaluation of the algorithm is acceptable with an F 1 -measure of approximately 0.7. However, some aspects of the blade edges component classification can be improved.
We have found some limitations in our developed system; one of them is related to the fact that the shape and component classification approach does not allow to directly contextualize some aspects of the projectile point as associated ethnicity, functionality of the artifact, temporality, and so on. In this sense, for future work, we are planning to face this problem by combining the classification process with a new approach that shall explicitly use the projectile point metadata obtained from another type of analysis as microscopic wear studies, breakage analysis, experimental archaeology, and the like. Another limitation is related to the fact that sometimes the user prefers to classify the projectile points by taking a scheme from its own dataset images and not from the combination of the pre-established components. Thus, we also are planning to improve it, offering the possibility to store and train the families with their own user dataset such that the process will be simpler and customized to each archaeologist. At last, the developed software is available to be used and tested in any Projectile Point Classifier (PPC) process 1 . This will help in a collaborative manner to complete the overall dataset available to the software, and with this, improve the classification across different types of projectiles, as well as to provide a new tool to specialists during the study of archaeological projectile points.
